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About This Game

A eighties inspired platform game, 25 levels of spellbinding fun for all players of any age, can you take our little miner on a
quest to complete the Caverns of Karvella,

Game Play

Collect coins and diamonds to up your score, work you way around each level to collect the keys that open the door to the exit,
but be careful some levels have secret doors that will cast you to previous level in the game.

Controls

The controls are the arrow keys which are up down left and right to correspond to the movement of the little miner, space is to
jump, "S" Saves the current level and "L" loads the last saved place. Joypad support is available via steam by remapping the keys
on the steam controller config page for the game. also been tested on Steam for Nvidea Shield and works very well with Nvidea

controller once mapped via controller setup.

About the game

The game was inspired by the many platform games I played as a teen and I sincerely hope you enjoy playing my game, I have
tried to design it in the good faith and feel of the early platform games, I want it to be a game that is playable and sets a

challenge to modern gamers. A little touch of retro fun in a modern world.
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Title: Caverns of Karvella
Genre: Indie
Developer:
TANDS game development
Publisher:
TandS Game Development
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: celeron 1.2

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: onboard

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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CLASSIC 8-bit GAME! Caverns of Karvella is a classic 8-bit platformer game originally meant as a project for beginning
developers created by Stephen Archer. He has taken the project and turned it into a more complete game with more levels,
enemies, and plenty of other features. Explore through terrifying caves finding keys to unlock the door to the next level, collect
diamonds and gold coins to boost up your score!. In this game there are 3 stages of levels, each level gets progressively harder as
you battle your way through the Caverns, Jumping over spikes and cave monsters can be tricky, SO BE CAREFUL! as you only
have 3 Lives through each level until its GAME OVER! Can you make your way through the Caverns or Karvella and escape?!
Will you take on this challenge to become the ultimate Karvella explorer!?..
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